
Amid woodlands, meadows and fields, Sohier stands out

beautifully. In spring and summer, the village is filled with

blooms, framing the architecture perfectly. Come, take a gentle

stroll through its pretty streets or terroir market or join its beer

festival for a bubbly time.

The centre stretches along a large street lined with houses,

opening onto the countryside. There is much to see architecture-

wise: the former school, the Saint-Lambert church, the impressive

castle... Visitors can follow the 2 km didactic trail through the

village and learn more abour its many gems of panels along the

way. Make sure to add a detour to the nearby Explore the famous

cave of the Domaine des Grottes de Han Caves of Han estate]

and the Lavaux-Sainte-Anne castle.
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A village in bloom

https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/content/explore-famous-cave-domaine-des-grottes-de-han
https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/content/castle-lavaux-sainte-anne-nature-and-cultural-heritage-rochefort


Every in February, the village hosts a weekend dedicated to120

extraordinary beers, musical atmosphere included. Sohier also

has a lovely terroir market with a focus on regional products and

craft, held on Saturdays once every 2 months between April and

September.

Time to indulge! L'Atelier des Sens is a retro-elegant restaurant-

brasserie in the nearby village, just 4 km away. The chef serves

traditional dishes with a Mediterranean twist. A very friendly

address, were you can even spend the night.

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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